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National

- BS 7255 – DPC now complete, 425 comments received. Group working through comments at the moment, publication likely Q4 2023.
- BS 5655 part 11 – modernisation will follow next year and will combine Part 12 (hydraulic) into one new Part 11.
- BS 8899 – mod of fire lifts will then follow.
- BS 5655 Part 6 is then planned to follow back end of 2024 and align in particular with revision of CIBSE Guide D.
- BS 8300 under review currently controlled by B/559.
- BS 9991 still working through comments. It cannot comment on evacuation lifts whilst CEN is developing Part 76.
- Approved Document M – under review.

International

- EN ISO 8100-1 developing and will be out to enquiry end of this year. Major technical update. Will run in parallel with Part 20 for a three year period, before Part 20 withdrawn. During parallel period be able to supply to either standard. Likely to be published as a harmonized standard in 2025.
- Part 28 nearly complete. Concerns that the latest draft has lost some important elements of the 2018 standard, especially the requirement for testing 6.2. Will be out for DPC later this year.
- EN115. Fall protection discussion still ongoing. ISO 8103-1 will become harmonized in 2025 and will replace EN 115-1.
- Discussion on escalator runaways which are continuing to happen (Argyle St station in Glasgow) and how to address in a standard. Preference for main drive shaft brakes and speed monitors. It’s already a requirement for China. Most escalators have a head shaft brake anyway it’s just the addition of the speed monitor that’s required. We should tighten our specification on this.
- EN115-5. Replacing escalators standard is under revision as well. DPC back end of this year.
- Part 76 – comment resolution still underway. Significant changes have been made: Class A / Class B lifts now defined. Hoping for final version out for vote Q4 2023 -
BSI Documents - MHE/4

The following standards have gone through the internal checking process of BEIS OPSS and are currently on GOV.UK as notices of proposal to designate:

References to standards relating to lifts in support of the Lifts Regulations 2016 (S.I. 2016/1093)


3) EN 81-58 - Safety rules for the construction and installation of lifts – Examination and tests – Part 58: Landing doors fire resistance test

4) EN 81-70:2021+A1:2022 - Safety rules for the construction and installations of lifts – Particular applications for passenger and good passengers lifts – Part 70: Accessibility to lifts for persons including persons with disability

5) EN 81-77:2022 - Safety rules for the construction and installations of lifts – Particular applications for passenger and goods passenger lifts – Part 77: Lifts subject to seismic conditions
Possible updates ...

- 17.2 EU legislation no longer has the same place in the hierarchy so maybe this section could moved later. Post Brexit, we could say something about the status of EU legislation, and that we still have significant retained EU law (REUL). In 2027, the EU Machinery Regulation will replace the EU Machinery Directive and that has implications. Will the UK remain aligned?

- 17.3 Needs the addition of the Building Safety Act. There is a wider question of how Guide D covers this.

- 17.4 – this is far from comprehensive e.g. do we need to include Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 (and equivalent regs in NI and Scotland), Fire Safety (England) Regulations 2022, and the plethora of regulations under the Building Safety Act which might have an impact?
In Summary

1. Apart from text and formatting...
2. Revision to Current Position
3. Add Building Safety Act and London Plan (if available)
4. Updates of all URL links
5. Prepare and revise to ensure up to date **Mid 2025**
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